
The use of Dutch hybrid legal entities for tax 
reduction purposes; a few general comments 
and examples
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■  Hybrid entities are legal entities which in the country of 

the parent of the  multinational group are seen as legal 

entities, so they are considered to be subject to tax 

of their own accord, whilst the investment jurisdiction 

considers them as ‘’partnerships’’ or ‘’branch offi ces’’ 

so they are not subject to tax themselves but their 

shareholders (seen as ‘’partners’’) are; or the other way 

around (‘’reverse hybrids’’); many legal entities are able 

to be hybridized or are hybrid by nature, due to the 

differences in the tax classifi cation rules for foreign entities 

between the tax laws of countries

■  This may well lead to double taxation (one country taxes 

the entity, the other country taxes the partners on the 

same income). However, the opposite is also possible: 

the entity is not taxed by either tax authority of the 

countries it does business in; this is especially true for 

Europe where many countries exempt foreign dividends 

from local tax;

■  Countries do not normally take any foreign legal aspects 

into account when establishing their tax classifi cation 

of foreign entities: they invariably use their own criteria. 

These criteria differ per country manifestly, however. 

There are no signs that countries are planning, or even 

willing, to align their entity tax classifi cation rules with one 

another, any time soon;

■  The Dutch corporate income tax system recognizes three 

types of legal entity which are open to hybridization from 

a foreign tax perspective:

1)  The regular Dutch limited liability company ‘’BV’’: if 

such a (standard) entity becomes part of a Dutch tax 

consolidated group as a subsidiary, an optional event 

in Holland, it ‘’ceases to exist’’ according to the Dutch 

corporate income tax act. Obviously, if such an entity has 

foreign operations, the foreign tax authorities will continue 

to treat this Dutch entity as the tax payer; the BV only 

‘’disappears’’ in the Netherlands, not abroad;
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2)  Certain forms of limited partnership (denominated as 

‘’CV’’ entities in the Netherlands) are treated as entities for 

Dutch corporate income tax purposes, subject to Dutch 

corporate income tax, whilst other CV’s are considered 

regular tax partnerships whereby the entity itself is tax 

transparent and each of the partners is subject to tax 

on its share of the partnership’s profi ts. One may in fact 

freely choose for either the one or the other format: the 

difference hinges on a rather minor difference in the CV’s 

incorporation document (with major consequences, 

however). 

Moreover, he Netherlands applies its own tax classifi cation 

method to foreign limited partnerships. So ‘’automatic 

mismatches’’ with limited partnerships, Dutch or foreign,  

are rather the rule than the exception in the Netherlands;

3)  Dutch ‘’Cooperative Associations’’ [usually abbreviated to 

‘’Coops’’] are another example: there are three formats 

available under Dutch civil law which differ as regards 

the liability of the ‘’members’’ for the debts of the Coop. 

Under Dutch corporate tax law all three types of Coop 

are treated as tax entities for Dutch corporate income 

tax purposes (but not for Dutch dividend tax purposes); 

however, the foreign tax denomination of a Dutch 

Coop will likely differ with the degree of partner liability 

it has opted for in its by-laws: a Coop with ‘’excluded 

liability’’ will likely trigger foreign tax treatment as a Dutch 

entity, but Coops with ‘’restricted liability’’ or even ‘’full 

liability’’ may well cause tax treatment abroad as limited 

partnerships, so again a tax mismatch is born.

■  As observed above: playing with the tax classifi cation 

of entities (at home or abroad) is a dangerous exercise 

if one is not fully aware of the Dutch and foreign legal 

and tax ramifi cations. Merlyn International Tax Solutions 

has 35 years of experience in this diffi cult but rewarding 

tax area and limits itself to hybrids which are (almost) 

‘’automatic’’, easy to implement, whereby the foreign 

tax consequences are clear and unambiguous from 

the outset and the foreign tax treatment is governed by 

equally clear and unambiguous tax treaty rules. 
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